## Creative Writing MA

### Destinations
- Employed only: 46.7%
- Work and study: 6.7%
- Further study only: 0.0%
- Other: 40.0%
- Unemployed: 6.7%

### Type of Contract
- Fixed term < 12 months: 20.0%
- Permanent: 20.0%
- Self employed: 60.0%

### Sources of Employment
- Already worked there: 66.7%
- Other: 22.2%
- Professional networking: 11.1%

### Company Names
- Argonon
- Drake's
- Hodder
- Linklaters
- Norwegian Film Institute
- Tesco

### Job Titles
- Creative Writer
- Financial Director
- Legal Proof-reader
- Novel Writer
- Publishing Assistant
- Scriptwriter
- Strategy Analyst
- TV Producer
- Writer

### Institutions of Further Study
- Non given

### Courses
- Literary Research